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The Unwanted Wife Jul 12 2021 Your wedding day is meant to be
one of the happiest days of your life, a time where unbridled love
and connection abound. But family secrets and hidden fears may
impede the happiness of that day. For most, marrying the love of
your life is where the fairy tale begins, but on some odd occasions, it
is the beginning of a nightmare.The Unwanted Wife is one woman's
story about everything other than what marriage is supposed to
be.Loveless, abusive, and soulless.Arranged marriages are part of
many cultures, and most are unwilling participants in a game of

power, one-upmanship, and positioning between families.The story
is about one bride's journey from a life filled with fear, abuse, terror,
anxiety, unmentionable situations too shocking to be spoken about
and how she used the power of positivity to make life-changing
decisions that lead to her strength, resilience, and endurance.Take a
walk in her shoes as she left Guyana to live in Canada with a family
she did not know, to a man she did not know or love, and how she
adapted to a whole new life.It is her courageous tale of how she
survived the toughest of times, facing a multitude of obstacles and
disillusions and disappointments, for the sake of her children and
how, after finding her strength, she was able to find true love.
Protect Me Not Jul 24 2022 Some temptations are just not worth the
complication. Victoria Hollingsworth does not need a surly,
uncommunicative bodyguard cramping her style, following her
everywhere, and intimidating any would-be male callers. She's a
florist for goodness sake, not a princess or a pop star. Having a
massive, mysterious bodyguard always hovering is an
inconvenience. And yet... there he is, Tyler Chambers, her unwanted
protector, ultra-serious, no-nonsense, and off-the-charts hot. Vicki
doesn't want, or need, him as a bodyguard. Yet, disturbingly, he may
be everything she wants, and needs, in a man. Ty hates his current
long-term assignment. It's mind-numbingly tedious. Vicki
Hollingsworth is a pain in the butt who talks too much, laughs a lot,
and frequently tests his patience. And her life isn't exactly filled with
intrigue and action. Ty is ready for this job to be over. He has just a
couple of months left before reassignment. He's mere weeks away
from being out of here. The last thing he needs is to find his cute-asa-button charge irresistibly attractive. She's not his type.
Wholesome, adorable, and sweet, Vicki is the kind of woman who
needs long-term commitment. And all Ty has to offer is a few short
weeks of far-from-wholesome pleasure. How much chaos can one
little florist introduce into his regimented life? Ty is about to find
out.

Can't Let Go Jan 06 2021 Grace thought she had it all—a successful
business in New York and a long term relationship with Mitchell
Price, most eligible bachelor and co-owner of her boutique.
Everything comes to a crashing halt when Mitchell discovers a
pregnancy test he believes belongs to Grace. Mitchell’s reaction
irreparably damages their relationship and Grace leaves. A year
later, a tragic accident leaves Grace the sole guardian of her ninemonth-old niece and turns her ordered life into chaos. Despite her
attempts to keep Mitchell at arm’s length, Grace is forced to accept
help from the only man she’s ever loved and doesn’t know if she
can trust. Can’t Let Go is a second chance contemporary romance
for adults.
More Than Anything Mar 20 2022 Two lovers strive to trade a grim
past for a bright future in this story of bittersweet yearning. Tina
Jenson belongs to the same social stratum as Harris Chapman, but
he's out of her league--at least that's what she thinks before they
jump in bed together. It's the perfect night, but when she overhears
crude, hurtful comments the next morning, she can't get away fast
enough. Ten years later, Tina's life is a mess. That night with Harris
didn't just hurt her feelings; it started a cascade of disappointment
and heartbreak. Every time she bumps into Harris, her heart twists
inside out. She still wants him, but she's harboring a painful secret
from their night together that she's not ready to reveal. Crossed
signals, high-society whispers, and shame have kept Tina and Harris
apart for years, but deep down, they're hungry for each other and
eager to write their own rules. Can they let go of the past and find
their way back to each other, or are the barriers between them too
high and too strong?
The Best Man May 22 2022 It has all the makings of a pictureperfect wedding. There's just one detail that could have used a little
more planning... Hulking ex-rugby player Spencer Carlisle has
crushed on Daffodil McGregor since high school. On the field he
knew the moves. Off, he was a clueless clod who never gained an

advantage. Rejected and rebuffed, his infatuation finally cooled-like ice. Now, it's impossible not to feel the chill--since he's the best
man and she's the maid of honor at their siblings' wedding. For the
sake of harmony, they're calling a truce. Daff has her reasons for
being a cynic when it comes to romance. And twice as many for not
letting on that she finds Spencer attractive--although she'd rather
gnaw off her thumb than admit it. Still, there's more to the sweet and
sexy lug than meets the eye. Maybe he is the one who can heal her
emotional scars. Maybe he'll give her a second chance. Because
Spencer could be Daff's own best man--if it's not too late to come to
terms with the past.
The Best Next Thing Jun 23 2022 Miles is a wealthy businessman
who retreats to his South African beachside home to recover from
an illness. Charity has been his housekeeper for 3 or so years. She's
had the home mostly to herself while Miles and his siblings live in
the UK. Cut off by violent winter storms, they're forced to spend
time together and learn who they really are.
A Husband's Regret Oct 27 2022 Tall and thin, twenty-eight-yearold Bronwyn Palmer has become positively gaunt, a ghost of her
former self. That self was—and still is—the wife of a rich,
handsome executive with an ocean-view house and his own security
staff.It was in that house, two years ago, that Bryce Palmer learned
Bronwyn was pregnant with their first child. But Bryce's rage over
his impending fatherhood touched off a chain reaction of emotional
and physical traumas that wounded them both. For Bronwyn, it
meant fleeing the perfect marriage to start over with nothing but a
precocious daughter named Kayla to care for. For Bryce, it meant a
tortuous two years spent blaming his wife for deserting him, and
living with the pain of not knowing his child. Now a chance
encounter has brought Bronwyn back into Bryce's life, both bearing
scars...and neither knowing the whole truth of that fateful night that
drove them apart.
Taken Jun 30 2020 I’m one of four Willow daughters. He’s the first-

born son of the Scafoni family. And we have history. For
generations, the Scafoni family have demanded a sacrifice of us. A
virgin daughter to atone for sins so old, we don’t even remember
what they are anymore. But when you have as much money as they
do, you don’t play by the rules. You make them. And Sebastian
Scafoni makes all the rules. The moment I saw him, I knew he
would choose me. Even though the mark on my sheath declared me
unclean. Even though my beautiful sisters stood beside me, offered
to him, he still chose me. He made me his. And then he set out to
break me.
The All-star Antes Up Dec 25 2019 "No strings, no rings." That's
Luke Archer's motto. As the champion quarterback for the New
York Empire--not to mention a self-made billionaire--Luke has
given up on serious relationships. Women only want him for one
thing: the thrill of being with a superstar. And he can't risk love
distracting him from his next Super Bowl victory. But when his best
friend announces he's retiring from football to spend time with his
wife and kids, Luke feels like he's missing out on something much
bigger than his career. The assistant concierge in Luke's luxury
high-rise, Miranda Tate fled her family's dairy farm to come to the
bright lights of New York City. She works hard to move up and
sends her spare earnings home to her brother. When she and Luke
meet, there's an instant attraction, but they're in completely different
leagues. Could Miranda be just the woman Luke needs to win the
most important game of his life?
The Rival May 30 2020 Dump my cheating ex? Check. Land an
amazing job with Boston’s professional hockey franchise? Check.
Fall stupidly in love with hockey’s favorite bad boy? Ugh. After
wasting years of my life with the wrong person, I told myself all I
wanted was a little no-strings fun. Enter Alex Braun—a wealthy,
handsome, notorious playboy who’s equal parts charming and
dangerous as hell to my wounded heart. After enduring a very public
breakup of his own, the sexy player doesn’t want to be anyone’s

forever. Too bad he barreled his way into my heart, instead of just
my bed. But this professional athlete knows a thing or two about
competing, and he won’t let go so easily.
The VIP Doubles Down Oct 23 2019 In the witty, sizzling finale to
award-winning author Nancy Herkness’s Wager of Hearts series, a
haunted writer conquers his demons with the help of a feisty muse
and a passion that doesn’t play by the book. Gavin Miller, the
billionaire author of a bestselling thriller series, struggles with a
grim secret: he hasn’t written a word in more than a year. Writer’s
block is killing his spirit and jeopardizing his contracts with his
publisher and his Hollywood producers. Prodded by his agent,
Gavin reluctantly agrees to see Allie Nichols, a sassy physical
therapist tasked with treating the novelist’s severe neck and shoulder
pain—and maybe his writer’s block, too. The tempestuous Gavin
and no-nonsense Allie soon find themselves entangled in a steamy
affair that sparks Gavin’s creativity again. But their manipulative
ex-lovers and Gavin’s lingering childhood scars threaten their
happily ever after. Can Gavin and Allie find their way to love when
the stakes are high and the obstacles are overwhelming?
Winning Her Brother's Best Friend Sep 02 2020 Ginny Hart loves
men. And she loves dating. She just doesn't want a serious
relationship. She's tried it before--with her brother's best friend,
Ryan--and it's clear she's not cut out for it. So she'll keep having fun
and focusing on the new tea shop she recently opened with her best
friend. That's all she needs in her life. She definitely doesn't need
Ryan, who is always hanging around and has turned into a real
player. When he challenges her to prove which of them is more
popular with the opposite sex, she takes him up on the bet. One
month. Four Saturday nights. She'll show him she's not still holding
on to old feelings. It doesn't matter if she can't seem to keep her
hands off him. She's not about to let him win. Fifteen years ago,
three girls were thrown together because their brothers were best
friends. Now they're all grown up, and their brothers are grown up

too. The Tea for Two series tells their stories.
The Forgotten Wife Jan 26 2020 I didn't expect a perfect marriage.I
didn't even believe they existed.What I didn't expect was to say, "I
do" and then be completely forgotten....At least, that was how it
started out. It just got more complicated from there, until it
wasn't.Happiness was just around the corner, and maybe even, in
time, the perfect marriage too.NOTE: This is an arranged marriage,
enemies to lovers, second chance romance. The Robeson Family
Novel Books are all standalone stories and may be read in any
order.READER CONTENT WARNING: This is an arranged
marriage situation, with all the angst that might imply, including the
appearance of cheating by main characters. *There is no cheating
once the characters agree to a real relationship, but that happens
after they say "I do", if that is a problem for you, then this might not
be the book for you.
Torn from You May 10 2021 Love is like an avalanche. It hits hard,
fast and without mercy. At least it did for me when Sculpt, the lead
singer of the rock band Tear Asunder knocked me off my feet.
Literally, because he's also a fighter, illegally of course, and he
taught me how to fight. He also taught me how to love and I fell
hard for him. I mean the guy could do sweet, when he wasn't doing
bossy, and I like sweet. Then it all shattered. Kidnapped. Starved.
Beaten. I was alone and fighting to survive. When I heard Sculpt's
voice, I thought he was there to save me. I was wrong. *Warning:
This book contains some disturbing situations, strong language and
sexual content. Over 18 years.
Full Measures Aug 01 2020 She knew. That's why Mom hadn't
opened the door. She knew he was dead. Twenty years as an army
brat and Ember Howard knew, too. The soldiers at the door meant
her dad was never coming home. What she didn't know was how she
would find the strength to singlehandedly care for her crumbling
family when her mom falls apart. Then Josh Walker enters her life.
Hockey star, her new next-door neighbor, and not to mention the

most delicious hands that insist on saving her over and over again.
He has a way of erasing the pain with a single look, a single touch.
As much as she wants to turn off her feelings and endure the
heartache on her own, she can't deny their intense attraction. Until
Josh's secret shatters their world. And Ember must decide if he's
worth the risk that comes with loving a man who could strip her
bare. Series order: Flight & Glory Book 1: Full Measures Flight &
Glory Book 2: Eyes Turned Skyward Flight & Glory Book 3:
Beyond What is Given Flight & Glory Book 4: Hallowed Ground
His Unlikely Lover Apr 21 2022 Bobbi Richmond has always been
in love with her best friend, Gabe Braddock, even if Gabe, who
works for her father, has always treated Bobby like a kid sister.
After Bobbi kisses Gabe at a party, both of them are surprised by the
resulting feelings, eventhough they may make unlikely lovers. They
could keep their new arrangement a secret from their families, but
Gabe's twin brother, Chase, senses that something is up between the
old friends. Gabe needs to confront his real feelings for Bobbi and
see whether or not he could live without her.--Excerpted from page
4 of cover.
Unholy Union Aug 13 2021 Circumstance put Cristina on my path.
Fate bound her to me. Cristina and I share a common past. A single
night that changed the course of our lives. She asked me if I was a
monster the night I met her. I am. She’s about to learn I’m her
monster. Because the countdown that began eight years ago has
ended. Her time is up. On the stroke of midnight, she’s mine.
Manufacturing Happy Citizens Jun 11 2021 The imperative of
happiness dictates the conduct and direction of our lives. There is no
escape from the tyranny of positivity. But is happiness the supreme
good that all of us should pursue? So says a new breed of so-called
happiness experts, with positive psychologists, happiness
economists and self-development gurus at the forefront. With the
support of influential institutions and multinational corporations,
these self-proclaimed experts now tell us what governmental

policies to apply, what educational interventions to make and what
changes we must undertake in order to lead more successful, more
meaningful and healthier lives. With a healthy scepticism, this book
documents the powerful social impact of the science and industry of
happiness, arguing that the neoliberal alliance between
psychologists, economists and self-development gurus has given rise
to a new and oppressive form of government and control in which
happiness has been woven into the very fabric of power.
Savage Vow Oct 15 2021 I took her innocence as payment. She was
far too young and naïve to be betrothed to a monster like me. I
would bring only pain and darkness into her sheltered world. That's
why she ran.I should've just let her go... She never asked to marry
into a powerful Russian mafia family. None of this was her choice.
Unfortunately for her, I don't care. I own her... and after three years
of searching... I've found her. My runaway bride was about to learn
disobedience has consequences... punishing ones. Having her in my
arms and under my control had become an obsession. Nothing was
going to keep me from claiming her before the eyes of God and
man. She's finally mine now... and I'm never letting her go.
Out of the Blue Sep 21 2019 Alison Bliss shares her smart, sexy,
contemporary voice in this new rom-com about a curvaceous
heroine falling for her personal trainer, and Booklist raves that "fans
of Jennifer Weiner will enjoy Bliss."
The Transhumanist Reader Dec 17 2021 The first authoritative and
comprehensive survey of the originsand current state of
transhumanist thinking The rapid pace of emerging technologies is
playing anincreasingly important role in overcoming fundamental
humanlimitations. Featuring core writings by seminal thinkers in
thespeculative possibilities of the posthuman condition,
essaysaddress key philosophical arguments for and against
humanenhancement, explore the inevitability of life extension,
andconsider possible solutions to the growing issues of social
andethical implications and concerns. Edited by the

internationallyacclaimed founders of the philosophy and social
movement oftranshumanism, The Transhumanist Reader is an
indispensableguide to our current state of knowledge of the quest to
expand thefrontiers of human nature.
Winterkill Oct 03 2020 THE STUNNING FINAL INSTALMENT
OF THE MULTI-MILLION-COPY BESTSELLING DARK
ICELAND SERIES **Sunday Times BOOK OF THE MONTH**
‘Jónasson is an automatic must-read for me ... possibly the best
Scandi writer working today’ Lee Child ‘Is this the best crime writer
in the world today? ... Truly a master of his genre’ The Times 'The
engaging Ari Thor returns in this darkly claustrophobic tale. Perfect
mid-winter reading' Ann Cleeves ‘A stunningly atmospheric story.
Ari Thór Arason returns in this pitch-perfect, beautifully paced
crime novel ... Ragnar Jónasson is at the top of his game, and a
master of the genre’ Will Dean ______________ A blizzard is
approaching Siglufjörður, and that can only mean one thing... When
the body of a nineteen-year-old girl is found on the main street of
Siglufjörður, Police Inspector Ari Thór battles a violent Icelandic
storm in an increasingly dangerous hunt for her killer ... The
chilling, claustrophobic finale to the international bestselling Dark
Iceland series. Easter weekend is approaching, and snow is gently
falling in Siglufjörður, the northernmost town in Iceland, as crowds
of tourists arrive to visit the majestic ski slopes. Ari Thór Arason is
now a police inspector, but he’s separated from his girlfriend, who
lives in Sweden with their three-year-old son. A family reunion is
planned for the holiday, but a violent blizzard is threatening and
there is an unsettling chill in the air. Three days before Easter, a
nineteen-year-old local girl falls to her death from the balcony of a
house on the main street. A perplexing entry in her diary suggests
that this may not be an accident, and when an old man in a local
nursing home writes ‘She was murdered’ again and again on the
wall of his room, there is every suggestion that something more
sinister lies at the heart of her death... As the extreme weather closes

in, cutting the power and access to Siglufjörður, Ari Thór must piece
together the puzzle to reveal a horrible truth ... one that will leave no
one unscathed. Chilling, claustrophobic and disturbing, Winterkill is
a startling addition to the multi-million-copy bestselling Dark
Iceland series and cements Ragnar Jónasson as one of the most
exciting and acclaimed authors in crime fiction. _______________
Praise for Ragnar Jónasson ‘A sinister twisted tragedy’ The Times
‘If Iceland missed out on the Golden Age of crime writing, the
country – and Jonasson – is certainly making up for it now’ Sunday
Times ‘Outstanding ... Series fans will be sorry to see the last of Ari
Thór’ Publishers Weekly ‘Jonasson’s Dark Iceland novels are
instant classics’ William Ryan ‘Jónasson’s punchy, straightforward
prose is engrossing ... A diverting mystery’ Foreword Reviews
'Consummate crime writing ... poignant and disturbing’ New Books
Magazine ‘Chilling, creepy, perceptive, almost unbearably tense' Ian
Rankin 'A tense, gripping read' Anthony Horowitz 'Icelandic noir of
the highest order, with Jónasson's atmospheric sense of place, and
his heroine's unerring humanity shining from every page' Daily Mail
’Ragnar Jónasson writes with a chilling, poetic beauty’ Peter James
’Traditional and beautifully finessed’ Independent ‘Jónasson’s true
gift is for describing the daunting beauty of the fierce setting’ New
York Times ‘A chiller of a thriller’ Washington Post ‘Jónasson’s
books have breathed new life into Nordic noir’ Express
The Book Charmer Feb 07 2021 New York Times bestselling author
Karen Hawkins crafts an unforgettable story about a sleepy
Southern town, two fiercely independent women, and a truly
magical friendship. Sarah Dove is no ordinary bookworm. To her,
books have always been more than just objects: they live, they
breathe, and sometimes they even speak. When Sarah grows up to
become the librarian in her quaint Southern town of Dove Pond, her
gift helps place every book in the hands of the perfect reader.
Recently, however, the books have been whispering about
something out of the ordinary: the arrival of a displaced city girl

named Grace Wheeler. If the books are right, Grace could be the
savior that Dove Pond desperately needs. The problem is, Grace
wants little to do with the town or its quirky residents—Sarah chief
among them. It takes a bit of urging, and the help of an especially
wise book, but Grace ultimately embraces the challenge to rescue
her charmed new community. In her quest, she discovers the
tantalizing promise of new love, the deep strength that comes from
having a true friend, and the power of finding just the right book. “A
mesmerizing fusion of the mystical and the everyday” (Susan
Andersen, New York Times bestselling author), The Book Charmer
is a heartwarming story about the magic of books that feels more
than a little magical itself. Prepare to fall under its spell.
A Wife by Accident Nov 16 2021 Hayely Black has cut herself off
from her wealthy parents, determined to make it on her own. Then
one misstep leaves her indebted to Nevada's most eligible bachelor,
and Hayely agrees to an arrangement she never would have
considered before. Gary Tarleton, self-made bazillionaire, has lived
with the secrets of his past all his adult life. As he looks at charming
Hayely, he sees the answer to a prayer -- and the possibility of the
kind of family he thought he'd never have.
Unbreak My Heart Mar 28 2020 A "heartbreaking, heartwarming"
(Heidi McLaughlin, New York Times bestselling author) love story
that asks the question: what do you do when your soul mate marries
your best friend? If you're Kate Evans, you keep your friend Rachel,
bond with her kids, and bury your feelings for her husband. The fact
that Shane's in the military and away for long periods helps-but
when tragedy strikes, everything changes. After Rachel, pregnant
with her fourth child, dies in a car accident and the baby
miraculously survives, Kate upends her entire life to share parenting
duties. Then on the first anniversary of Rachel's death, Kate and
Shane take comfort in each other in a night that they both soon
regret. Shane's been angry for a year, and now he feels guilty too for sleeping with his wife's best friend and liking it . . . liking her.

Kate's ability to read him like a book may have once sent Shane
running, but their lives are forever entwined and they are growing
closer. Now with Shane deployed for seven months, Kate is on her
own and struggling with being a single parent. Shane is loving and
supportive from thousands of miles away, but his homecoming
brings a betrayal Kate never saw coming. So Kate's only choice is to
fight for the future she deserves - with or without Shane. . .
What Price Paradise Jul 20 2019 All his life Tate McCullom has
been taught to be responsible, and he is the very model of what a
respectable man should be. Until the night he gets drunk and sleeps
with a woman he barely knows. Now, six weeks later, she's
pregnant, alone, and broke. Once again, Tate must take
responsibility for his actions, and makes plans to marry his child's
mother. There's only one problem...he has to tell his fiancee. Abby
Grayson hasn't had an easy life. As the daughter of the town whore,
people either avoid her or think she's like her mother. For Abby, it's
a struggle just to fill her belly and keep a roof over her head.
Loneliness and a secret yearning for this man she thought she'd
never have led her to spend the night with Tate. But the last thing
she needs is a baby when she can barely take care of herself.
Desperate, but too proud to ask for help, she finally agrees to accept
a job from Tate the job of being his wife. Now she has almost
everything she's ever dreamed of. Unfortunately, only one thing will
gain her Tate's love - his realization that the night he spent with her
was no drunken accident. It was a last-ditch attempt to win the
woman he really wanted.
The Ceo Buys in Nov 23 2019 Self-made billionaire Nathan Trainor
feels restless and disillusioned. His company may be thriving, but he
can t find a woman who sees him for more than his wealth. With his
love life in the red, he meets two other billionaire bachelors at the
ultra-exclusive Bellwether Club. The three of them make a wager of
the heart: they must find women who love them for who they are,
not their money. Savvy office temp Chloe Russell is trying to scrape

together the money she needs to support her grandmother. So when
a flu epidemic strikes Trainor Electronics and she s promoted to
Nathan Trainor s assistant, she jumps at the lucrative opportunity.
But then Nathan himself falls ill, and he and Chloe must work from
his penthouse while he recuperates. Before long, it s clear there s
genuine heat between them, and it s more than just a fever spike.
Will Nathan win Chloe s heart and the bet? Or will their differences
destroy any chance for love?"
Meet Me at the Museum Aug 21 2019 Now being read on BBC
Radio Four A beautiful novel about late love and second chances,
shortlisted for the Costa First Novel Award 2018 'A moving tribute
to friendship and love, to the courage of the ordinary, and to starting
again' RACHEL JOYCE, author of Miss Benson's Beetle 'Full of
grace and humanity' Sunday Times ________________________
This story begins with a letter From a housewife to the gentle
curator Of an extraordinary museum Where lies peacefully An
ancient exhibit That holds the key To Everything We are. Meet Me
at the Museum tells of a connection made across oceans and against
all the odds. Through intimate stories of joy, despair, and discovery,
two people are drawn inexorably towards the other, until a
shattering revelation pushes their friendship to the very edge. This
deeply affecting debut novel by seventy-three year-old Anne
Youngson won the Paul Torday Memorial Prize and was dramatized
on BBC Radio 4 Woman's Hour
******************************* 'Tender, wise and moving,
Meet Me at the Museum is a novel to cherish.' JOHN BOYNE
'Insightful, emotionally acute and absorbing' DAILY EXPRESS
'Beautiful and affecting' NINA STIBBE What readers are saying: 'I
loved this book. It was so different from anything else I have read' 'I
just loved this book and read it in one sitting. There were times
when I felt like underlining the sentences that resonated with me' 'I
read this book one letter at a time, just to let the contents sink in.
Tears came to my eyes'

The Kingdoms Feb 25 2020 LONGLISTED FOR THE BRITISH
SCIENCE FICTION ASSOCIATION 2021 BEST NOVEL For fans
of Matt Haig, Stuart Turton and Bridget Collins comes a sweeping
historical adventure from the Sunday Times bestselling author of
The Watchmaker of Filigree Street 'Original, joyous and horrifying,
The Kingdoms is an awe-inspiring feat of imagination and passion
which had me in tears by the end' - Catriona Ward Come home, if
you remember The postcard has been held at the sorting office for
ninety-one years, waiting to be delivered to Joe Tournier. On the
front is a lighthouse – Eilean Mor, in the Outer Hebrides. Joe has
never left England, never even left London. He is a British slave,
one of thousands throughout the French Empire. He has a job, a
wife, a baby daughter. But he also has flashes of a life he cannot
remember and of a world that never existed – a world where English
is spoken in England, and not French. And now he has a postcard of
a lighthouse built just six months ago, that was first written nearly
one hundred years ago, by a stranger who seems to know him very
well. Joe's journey to unravel the truth will take him from Frenchoccupied London to a remote Scottish island, and back through time
itself as he battles for his life – and for a very different future.
The Wrong Man Jan 18 2022 No commitments. No expectations.
No way this could possibly go wrong...right? Former special-ops
soldier Sam Brand is used to getting what he wants. What he wants
is to unbutton the buttoned-down, sweet, and shy Dahlia McGregor.
He's hot to find her wild side. She's eager to let him explore it. So he
makes his proposition--no strings, no hurt feelings, and no
promises--save for one: she'll have the time of her life. After a
broken engagement, Lia's looking to someday find the right man and
settle down. That's some day. Now it's all about the night. A hot,
meaningless fling with a magnificently weathered blue-eyed stud
like Sam couldn't hurt: he's sexy, and sure he's arrogant, but best of
all, he's here. In other words, he's perfect...for now. But when Sam is
wounded in the line of duty and left in Lia's tender loving care, all

bets are off. Because the more time they spend together, the more it
becomes clear: this "one night" deal is getting steamier and lasting
longer than they counted on. It started as a fun little game. Is it
possible they could be playing for keeps?
Queer Nov 04 2020 LGBTQ writing from ancient times to
yesterday selected by award-winning translator Frank Wynne.
Drawing together writing from Catullus to Sappho, from Arthur
Rimbaud to Anne Lister and Armistead Maupin, translator Frank
Wynne has collected eighty of the finest works representing queer
love by LGBTQ authors. These pieces straddle the spectrum of
queer experience, from Verlaine's sonnet in praise of his lover's anus
and Emily Dickinson's exhortation of a woman's beauty, to Alison
Bechdel's graphic novel of her coming out, Juno Dawson's
reflections on gender and Oscar Wilde's 'De Profundis'. With stories,
poems, extracts and scenes from countries the world over, Queer is
an unabashed and unapologetic anthology, which gives voice to
those often silenced.
There With You (The Adair Family Series #2) Jun 18 2019 For
Regan Penhaligon, there's no better place to run to than the
exclusive Ardnoch Estate in the remote Scottish Highlands. Her
impulsive behavior has finally caught up with her and Regan's visit
with her sister, Robyn, is an opportunity to hide from someone who
has grown dangerously obsessed with her. Determined to make
amends for her mistakes, Regan plans to repair her relationship with
Robyn by staying close. And when an offer of help comes from
Thane Adair, Regan gratefully accepts. Widower, Thane, needs a
new nanny housekeeper for his two young children and when they
bond with Regan Penhaligon, he offers her the job. But as the weeks
pass and the complex American reveals who she really is, Thane
struggles with his growing attraction to her. Regan never expected
to feel so intensely for Thane, but she can't deny her passion for him
or her love for his children. When someone from Thane's past
threatens his family, Regan wants to be his pillar of support.

However, his continued inability to trust her might just destroy their
chance at future happiness... and the person who drove Regan to
Ardnoch might snuff out her chance for any future at all.
Arranged Sep 14 2021 “I didn’t read this book, I devoured it.
Arranged marriage is one of my favorite tropes and RK Lilley
completely blew it out of the water. Arranged is angsty, sexy, and
heartbreaking. Immediately adding it to my future re-read list.
Banks is my new favorite alpha bully.” Claire Contreras, New York
Times Bestselling Author "Fatally beautiful. Gut-tightening
intensity. Off the charts sexual chemistry and a love story unlike any
other. You will devour this tale by RK Lilley and only want more."
Audrey Carlan, #1 NYT Bestselling Author "Classic RK Lilley with
all the angst, steam, and edginess she does so damn well. I loved it!"
Kylie Scott, NYT & USA Today Bestselling Author “Some books
are simply better than others. This is one of those books. Calder
Banks Castelo is a jerk of epic proportions. Jerk-a-licious perfection.
Banks and Noura together light the pages on fire. Sensual, angsty,
exquisite. Don’t miss it.” Jana Aston, New York Times Bestselling
Author There were rules in the cash-for-beauty game. The money
held the power. The beauty followed the rules and jumped through
the hoops. THE BRIDE I knew what everyone would think if they
knew the truth about my marriage. They'd be shocked and appalled.
And rightly so. I was a young, modern, independent woman, and I'd
done the unthinkable. I'd sold my virginity to a spoiled, rich boy. To
a stranger who didn’t love me. And yes, I'd done it all for money.
THE GROOM My bride was as gorgeous as she was unwelcome.
As desirable as she was unwanted. I wanted nothing to do with her,
but that didn’t seem to matter exactly the second she got close
enough to touch. I wanted her to hate me more than she loved the
millions she’d sold herself for. I wanted to spurn her, but
unfortunately, I wanted to f*ck her more. ARRANGED is a
standalone erotic romance.
The Wingman Aug 25 2022 She was supposed to be his one-night

distraction. But their attraction is undeniable. Introverted Daisy
McGregor is used to being a wallflower, but what she lacks in style,
she makes up for with an acerbic wit, a passion for life, and a deep
devotion to her family. So she'll suffer through her sister Dahlia's
bachelorette party and accept the cloud of pity for going stag to the
wedding. Out at the pub, sexy bad boy Mason Carlisle is a reluctant
wingman tasked with entertaining Daisy while his brother flirts with
her oldest sister, Daffodil. When the plan fails and Mason's true
intent is revealed, he feels intense guilt--and a sensual spark of
desire for the unlikeliest of women. Daisy decides to use this
unfortunate encounter to her advantage: to make it up to her, Mason
will be another kind of wingman, playing the role of her boyfriend
and wedding date. Will their ruse unravel completely--or will Mason
and Daisy's undeniable attraction ignite a scorching love affair that
knows no rules?
A Ruthless Proposition Feb 19 2022
The Unwanted Wife Sep 26 2022 No one had ever looked at her
and seen perfection--until now. Delicate, titian-haired Theresa
Noble has met her father's associates in the past, but the gorgeous,
Italian-born Sandro De Lucci leaves her speechless. Eighteen
months into their marriage, however, Sandro has turned to ice.
Desperate to escape a relationship that has proven to be as
stubbornly passionate as it is cold and hateful, Theresa summons up
the courage to ask for a divorce. But before he'll grant her request,
Sandro demands something from Theresa: a son. The stalemate
sickens her. Never mind that Sandro has yet to introduce Theresa to
the large family that means so much to him. Or that Theresa
overhears her husband on the phone with a mystery woman. Most
damning is that Theresa senses, in Sandro's treatment of her, the
behind-the-scenes machinations of Jackson Noble, her cruel father.
From the depths of her anxiety, Theresa must seek an empowering
truth about the husband who calls her, with such cold affection, his
cara, his beloved.

Say You Still Love Me Apr 09 2021 INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER The bestselling author of The Simple Wild and Keep
Her Safe and “master of steamy romance” (Kirkus Reviews)
delivers a sizzling novel about an ambitious and high-powered
executive who reconnects with her first love: the boy who broke her
heart. Life is a mixed bag for Piper Calloway. On the one hand,
she’s a twenty-nine-year-old VP at her dad’s multibillion-dollar real
estate development firm, and living the high single life with her two
best friends in a swanky downtown penthouse. On the other hand,
she’s considered a pair of sexy legs in a male-dominated world and
constantly has to prove her worth. Plus she’s stuck seeing her
narcissistic ex-fiancé—a fellow VP—on the other side of her glass
office wall every day. Things get exponentially more complicated
for Piper when she runs into Kyle Miller—the handsome new
security guard at Calloway Group, and coincidentally the first love
of her life. The guy she hasn’t seen or heard from since they were
summer camp counselors together. The guy from the wrong side of
the tracks. The guy who apparently doesn’t even remember her
name. Piper may be a high-powered businesswoman now, but she
soon realizes that her schoolgirl crush is still alive and strong, and
crippling her concentration. What’s more, despite Kyle’s distant
attitude, she’s convinced their reunion isn’t at all coincidental, and
that his feelings for her still run deep. And she’s determined to make
him admit to them, no matter the consequences.
The Boss's Love Mar 08 2021 Darren Murphy, along with his
brother Derrick, are men not to be crossed. Darren is the head of a
world where rules don't apply, the law can be bought and bent a
will, and love isn't an option. Until Courtney Millen. Upon meeting
the beautiful blonde, Courtney immediately captures his interest.
She quickly becomes his obsession and after coming to her rescue
during an attack, Darren vows to make certain Courtney belongs to
him. Permanently. Courtney Millen is a successful real estate agent,
who catches the eyes of eligible bachelor Darren Murphy. His

heroics on the fateful day of their meeting throws Darren into her
life, and he doesn't seem anxious to leave anytime soon. After
Darren finally muscles his way into Courtney's life, their
relationship is everything they could have ever wanted, until the FBI
decides it's time to bring down the head of the organized Murphy
crime ring. The FBI's agent is determined to use Darren's greatest
weakness, Courtney, against him. The fallout of the FBI's pursuit is
great, something Darren and his brother had not foreseen. No one,
even the government agency, anticipated agent John Marshall's
singular obsession with Courtney. His means to get the woman for
himself knows no boundaries. The Murphy organization gets turned
inside out by the newly turned rogue agent. Courtney's life is riddled
with decisions she must make but never planned to be a part of, and
leaves one brother to pick up the pieces of their shattered world.
**Warning: Adult content. Contains violence. Not suitable for under
17 years of age
The Arab of the Future 2 Apr 28 2020 The highly anticipated
continuation of Riad Sattouf’s internationally acclaimed, #1 French
bestseller, which was hailed by The New York Times as “a
disquieting yet essential read” In The Arab of the Future: Volume 1,
cartoonist Riad Sattouf tells of the first years of his childhood as his
family shuttles back and forth between France and the Middle East.
In Libya and Syria, young Riad is exposed to the dismal reality of a
life where food is scarce, children kill dogs for sport, and his
cousins, virulently anti-Semitic and convinced he is Jewish because
of his blond hair, lurk around every corner waiting to beat him up.
In Volume 2, Riad, now settled in his father’s hometown of Homs,
gets to go to school, where he dedicates himself to becoming a true
Syrian in the country of the dictator Hafez Al-Assad. Told simply
yet with devastating effect, Riad’s story takes in the sweep of
politics, religion, and poverty, but is steered by acutely observed
small moments: the daily sadism of his schoolteacher, the lure of the
black market, with its menu of shame and subsistence, and the

obsequiousness of his father in the company of those close to the
regime. As his family strains to fit in, one chilling, barbaric act
drives the Sattoufs to make the most dramatic of changes. Darkly
funny and piercingly direct, The Arab of the Future, Volume 2 once
again reveals the inner workings of a tormented country and a
tormented family, delivered through Riad Sattouf’s dazzlingly
original talent.
Sleep Disorders and Sleep Deprivation Dec 05 2020 Clinical
practice related to sleep problems and sleep disorders has been
expanding rapidly in the last few years, but scientific research is not
keeping pace. Sleep apnea, insomnia, and restless legs syndrome are
three examples of very common disorders for which we have little
biological information. This new book cuts across a variety of
medical disciplines such as neurology, pulmonology, pediatrics,
internal medicine, psychiatry, psychology, otolaryngology, and
nursing, as well as other medical practices with an interest in the
management of sleep pathology. This area of research is not limited
to very young and old patientsâ€"sleep disorders reach across all
ages and ethnicities. Sleep Disorders and Sleep Deprivation presents
a structured analysis that explores the following: Improving
awareness among the general public and health care professionals.
Increasing investment in interdisciplinary somnology and sleep
medicine research training and mentoring activities. Validating and
developing new and existing technologies for diagnosis and
treatment. This book will be of interest to those looking to learn
more about the enormous public health burden of sleep disorders
and sleep deprivation and the strikingly limited capacity of the
health care enterprise to identify and treat the majority of individuals
suffering from sleep problems.
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